were detected in retinas from brn3b Z-dta/+ embryos, only dta sequences were present in retinas from brn3b Z-dta/+ ;six3-cre embryos ( Figure S1D ). This was further confirmed by lacZ staining. In contrast to brn3b Z-dta/+ controls, lacZ was undetectable in Summary brn3b Z-dta/+ ;six3-cre retinas ( Figure 1A ). At E14.5, brn3b Z-dta/+ ;six3-cre retinas were notably The vertebrate retina develops from an amorphous thinner, and the optic disc was deformed ( Figure 1A ), sheet of dividing retinal progenitor cells (RPCs) through indicating that RGCs had been ablated.
The optic nerves from P16 retinas where RGCs were absence on retinal development. We find that RGCs are ablated were clearly abnormal; they were substantially not essential for changing the competence of RPCs, thinner than controls ( Figure 1B ) and exhibited smallbut they are necessary for maintaining sufficient numdiameter fibers that did not resemble normal RGC bers of RPCs by regulating cell proliferation via growth axons ( Figure 1C ). In addition, these fibers were not myfactors. Intrinsic rather than extrinsic factors are likely elinated, although there were layered myelin-like structo play the critical roles in determining retinal cell fate.
tures that did not circumscribe the residual nerve fibers ( Figure 1C ). To determine whether RGC depletion led to observResults able physiological defects, we recorded electroretinogram (ERG) responses in adult RGC-depleted mice. Brn3b Z-dta/+ mice had normal ERGs [9] , but under both Specific and Efficient Ablation of RGCs dark-and light-adapted conditions, brn3b Z-dta/+ ;six3-To specifically ablate RGCs, we used a binary system cre mice had severe abnormalities ( Figures 1D and 1E ). to express diphtheria toxin A (dta) in newly formed Specifically, the saturated amplitudes of the dark-and RGCs. We inserted a floxed-lacZ-stop-dta cassette [4] light-adapted b-waves in RGC-depleted mice were into the brn3b locus to create the brn3b Z-dta allele (see 25% of the control amplitudes, and the saturated dark- Figure Figure 3C ). In dta-activated retinas, although there were a substantial number of was substantially reduced in RGC-ablated retinas from Figure 3D ). The reduction was more sepressed in a subset of RPCs in the proliferation zone before they commit to an RGC fate ([20]; Figure 3E ). In vere on the apical side of the proliferation zone ( Figure  3D ). cyclin D1 transcript expression also was substan-RGC-ablated retinas, we observed a reproducible upregulation of math5 expression in RPCs ( Figure 3E ). tially reduced in RPCs of RGC-ablated retinas (Figure 3E) .
E14.5 embryos (
These 
